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  DK Life Stories: Albert Einstein Wil
Mara,2019-01-08 In this kids' biography, follow
the remarkable life story of Albert Einstein,
whose legendary genius and creative imagination
made him one of the world's most famous thinkers.
Albert Einstein is known as one of the most
brilliant people in history. His many theories and
discoveries changed the way scientists think and
work, and the way in which we look at and
understand things. In this kids' biography for
ages 8-12, learn all about Einstein's family and
education, his travels and troubles, and the
special compass he was given as a young boy that
first set him on the path to questioning the world
around him. DK Life Stories go beyond the basic
facts to tell the true life stories of history's
most interesting people. Full-color photographs
and hand-drawn illustrations complement
thoughtfully written, age-appropriate text to
create an engaging book children will enjoy
reading. Definition boxes, information sidebars,
fun facts, maps, inspiring quotes, and other
nonfiction text features add depth, and a handy
reference section at the back makes this series
perfect for school reports and projects. Each book
also includes an author's introduction letter, a
glossary, and an index.
  Summary of Allen Esterson & David C. Cassidy's
Einstein's Wife Everest Media,2022-05-02T22:59:00Z
Please note: This is a companion version & not the
original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 Mileva
Marić was born on December 19, 1875, in the town
of Titel in the predominately Serbian province of
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Vojvodina on the southern border of Hungary. She
was the first child of Miloš Marić and Marija
Ruzić. #2 The Ottoman Empire was in decline, and
Hungary began to dissolve its Military Frontier.
Miloš returned to civilian life in the year of
Mileva's birth. She began middle school in 1886 in
Novi Sad, and her father decided that she would
receive an education as far as her abilities would
take her. #3 After just a year at the Serbian
Girls’ School, Mileva transferred in 1887 to
another middle school, the Royal Lower Secondary
School in Sremska Mitrovica on the Sava River not
far from her family's home in Ruma. She was
determined to continue her education at a
gymnasium. #4 Mileva attended the Royal Serbian
Gymnasium in Šabac, Serbia, in 1890, and the Royal
Croatian Gymnasium in Zagreb, Croatia, in 1892.
She was admitted as a private student in 1892, and
was given a stipend to attend the gymnasium.
  Albert Einstein Lisa Wade McCormick,2014-07-15
Albert Einstein's biography encompasses danger,
romance, and a secret government project that
could have destroyed the world. Readers discover
that Einstein was defined not only by his equation
E=mc2 and scientific theories that rewrote views
of time, energy, and the universe, but also by his
speaking out against prejudice and segregation.
This absorbing narrative includes Einstein's work
at Princeton's Institute for Advanced Study and
his letter to President Franklin Roosevelt warning
about Nazi nuclear weapons research and urging
Roosevelt to support nuclear research in America.
A man of peace, Einstein later admitted that this
letter was his one great mistake.
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  Albert Einstein Mike Goldsmith,Saviour
Pirotta,2002 This title describes the life and
career of Albert Einstein, including simplified
explanations of the General and Special Theories
of Relativity and an analysis of his legacy and
contribution to science. It compares the world
before and after his life - giving the clearest
possible impression of his impact and legacy.
Science boxes explain the science behind the
discoveries, and quotation boxes present extracts
from letters, diaries and notebooks.
  Albert Einstein Albrecht Fölsing,1998 In a book
that is both an engaging portrait of a genius and
a distillation of scientific thought, Folsing
sheds light on Einstein's development and the
complexity of his being. of photos.
  Summary of Walter Isaacson’s Einstein by
Milkyway Media Milkyway Media,2018-09-11 Walter
Isaacson’s Einstein (2007) is a meticulous and
engaging account of the life of Albert Einstein,
best known for discovering the principle of
relativity. The narrative uncovers Einstein’s
nuanced personality and describes the ways in
which his passions governed his personal,
political, and scientific life… Purchase this in-
depth summary to learn more.
  The Encyclopaedia Britannica Hugh Chisholm,1911
  Albert Einstein Biography Book David
Right,2017-05-10 Some people hеlр ѕhаре thе world
thrоugh thеir wоrk and their lеgасу, оthеrѕ
соmрlеtеlу reform it in a flash with thеir
accomplishments. Albert Einѕtеin wаѕ one оf thе
lаttеr, аnd many ѕсiеntiѕtѕ believe thаt реорlе
will still bе mаking nеw diѕсоvеriеѕ аnd finding
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nеw аррliсаtiоnѕ based оn hiѕ thеоriеѕ for
generations tо come. Albеrt Einѕtеin triviа bеginѕ
with thе fасt that hе was born in 1879 in thе
German Empire. Hе wаѕ nоt аѕ many hаvе imаginеd
ѕоmе kind оf сhild рrоdigу, аlthоugh hе did ѕhоw
aptitude fоr mаthеmаtiсѕ. Einѕtеin'ѕ gеniuѕ саmе
more frоm thе fасt thаt hе wоrkеd hard аnd
bеliеvеd in аllоwing fоr free thinking and
сrеаtivitу in learning, ѕоmеthing thаt wоuld make
him clash with tеасhеrѕ аnd mеmbеrѕ оf thе
еduсаtiоnаl inѕtitutiоnѕ he аttеndеd оn mоrе than
оnе оссаѕiоn, fасtѕ likеlу tо appear on аnу Albert
Einstein quiz. TABLE OF CONTENTCHAPTER 1- THE
BIOGRAPHY OF ALBERT EINSTEINCHAPTER 2- LIFE AND
TIMES OF ALBERT EINSTEIN-EINSTEIN RELATIONSHIPS
CHAPTER 3- ALBERT EINSTEIN AND ISAAC NEWTONCHAPTER
4- THE INVENTIONS OF ALBERT EINSTEINCHAPTER 5-
THINGS YOU MIGHT NOT KNOW ABOUT ALBERT
EINSTEINCHAPTER 6- TOP ALBERT EINSTEIN
QUOTESCHAPTER 7- THE DEATH OF ALBERT
EINSTEINCHAPTER 8- CONCLUSION BIOGRAPHY ALBERT
EINSTEIN BOOKBIOGRAPHY ALBERT EINSTEINALBERT
EINSTEIN BOOKALBERT EINSTEIN BIOGRAPHY
  Albert Einstein Frieda Wishinsky,2005 Presents a
biography of physicist Albert Einstein.
  Einstein William Cahn,Albert Einstein,2012-03-01
  Einstein Walter Isaacson,2017-04-11 From
Isaacson, the bestselling author of Benjamin
Franklin, comes the first full biography of Albert
Einstein since all his papers have become
available--a fully realized portrait of a premier
icon of his era.
  Albert Einstein Hourly History,2017-04-25 How
did one insignificant patent clerk change the
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world? Step into the world of Albert Einstein in
this book and find out what was so extraordinary
about him. Why did it take so long for him to win
the Nobel Prize? What kind of a father was
Einstein to his boys? How did his marriages affect
his work? What motivated him? And most
importantly; what unlocked his mind to grapple
with the most profound ideas of all time? Inside
you will read about... ✓ Einstein’s First
Endeavors ✓ Einstein's Tangled Life ✓ Becoming
American ✓ WWII and The Manhattan Project ✓
Einstein's Beliefs ✓ Later Life and Death ✓ The
Legacy of Albert Einstein And much more! Find out
why Einstein valued creativity and freedom as the
foundation stones of a good life, and how these
two traits would inspire him and help to transform
the world as it was known up until then. Discover
how Einstein the scientist became Einstein the
humanitarian, and all of the causes which he so
passionately held. Without Albert Einstein, there
would be no modern age. See how it all began.
  Albert Einstein: A Biography Abdul
Montaqim,2012-07-30 ABOUT THE BOOK Albert Einstein
is regarded by many people as the greatest
scientific mind in the history of the world. Why?
Well, there are many reasons, but one of the most
important is that his theories led directly to the
creation of the atom bomb, and with it, the dawn
of the nuclear age. Not only did his work in
theoretical physics—in particular, his famous
e=mc2 equation—indicate that it would be possible
to build a massively destructive bomb, the like of
which had never been seen before, Einstein himself
urged the United States government to go ahead and
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build it. Most historians agree that Germany’s
invasion of Poland on September 1, 1939, marked
the beginning of World War II in Europe. But about
one month before that date—on August 2,
1939—Einstein, who was living in America at the
time, wrote to the then President of the US,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, outlining the ongoing
scientific breakthroughs—made by Enrico Fermi and
Leo Szilard—that could lead to the creation of
“extremely powerful bombs of a new type” and
suggesting that the government should fund, manage
and speed up the progress towards such weapons. In
the letter, Einstein explained that the key
element used in these scientific “chain reaction”
experiments was an element called uranium, which
would become critical to the making of the bombs
in the immediate future. To that end, he
recommended that the US government should give
particular attention to securing the supply of
uranium ore, particularly as the US had no
significant uranium mines of its own. Einstein
further pointed out that Germany had stopped
exports from the uranium mines it owned in
Czechoslovakia, implying that if the US did not
develop the new bombs, Germany will. EXCERPT FROM
THE BOOK By the standards of most scientists,
Einstein lived a varied and interesting life,
living in several different countries over the
course of his 76 years, formulating theories that
not only changed the scientific establishment but
also transformed the world, and getting married
twice—the second time to, Elsa Löwenthal, his
first cousin on his mother’s side and second
cousin on his father’s side. It was with Elsa that
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he emigrated to the United States in 1933, the
year when the Nazis came to power in Germany under
the leadership of Adolf Hitler. At that time, Jews
were becoming increasingly targetted by the
Germans. The Nazi propaganda chief, Joseph
Goebbels, declared that “Jewish intellectualism is
dead”, even as he encouraged students to organise
mass public burnings of thousands of books,
defending their actions as their “right to clean
up the debris of the past”. Einstein was reported
to be on a hit list, and it was probably only a
matter of time that the Nazis came for knocking
for him, or worse, if he had stayed in Germany.
But he did not. He emigrated to the US at the age
of 54, and stayed there for much of the rest of
his life, becoming an American citizen in 1940.
Elsa had died several years earlier, in 1936, of
heart and kidney problems. And Einstein did not
marry again. He and Elsa did not have children
together, but Einstein had two sons, Hans and
Eduard, and a daughter, Lieserl, from his previous
marriage to Mileva Maric. It’s unclear what
exactly his marital problems were when he was
Mileva, but he separated from her in 1914, leaving
her and their two sons in Zurich while he lived in
Berlin. It’s also unclear what happened to their
daughter, as no mention is made of her anywhere.
During this difficult time in his life, Einstein
had asked Mileva for a divorce, but she was
reluctant, or unwilling. It has been reported that
he promised that he would give her all the money
from the Nobel Prize if she agreed to a divorce.
He had not won the Nobel Prize at that time, but
won it later, in 1921... Buy the book to continue
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reading! Follow @hyperink on Twitter!
  The Fascinating Life and Theory of Einstein
Walter C. Mih,2004-08 The Teacher in the Desert is
a handbook on how to survive and thrive
emotionally in troubled times. It is a self-help
book about how to squeeze happiness out of life,
even during difficult times. It is based on the
true story of a man who, just when it seems like
life has finally started to be good to him, is
suddenly faced with losing it all. But out of the
depths of hopelessness and despair, he discovers a
marvelous formula for happiness and joy that turns
his life around, and that might also help open the
door to more happiness and fulfillment in you life
as well. The book does not contain complex or
theoretical doctor-speak, but simple,
straightforward advice in the words of the man who
actually experienced the events related in the
book. Advice that is quick and easy to apply. The
most common response from readers is that the book
literally changed my life...overnight!
  The Genius of ALBERT EINSTEIN Michael
Woodford,2017-10-16 The Genius of ALBERT EINSTEIN
- An Albert Einstein BiographyAlbert Einstein is
the most recognizable face of science. The man who
created the theory of relativity, alongside so
many other breakthroughs in the world of physics,
though, was so much more than just a scientist. A
philosopher, musician, humanitarian. A pacifist.
Einstein was never a man to back down in a fight,
and never one to accept the words of authority if
they were unjustified, or harmful to others. The
kindly, white haired old man, was a flawed genius.
A man who possessed excellence in science, a deep
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love for humanity, struggled in his personal life.
This is the story of Albert Einstein, the greatest
intellect of the twentieth century, perhaps of all
time.
  On a Beam of Light Jennifer Berne,2013-04-23 A
boy rides a bicycle down a dusty road. But in his
mind, he envisions himself traveling at a speed
beyond imagining, on a beam of light. This
brilliant mind will one day offer up some of the
most revolutionary ideas ever conceived. From a
boy endlessly fascinated by the wonders around
him, Albert Einstein ultimately grows into a man
of genius recognized the world over for profoundly
illuminating our understanding of the universe.
Jennifer Berne and Vladimir Radunsky invite the
reader to travel along with Einstein on a journey
full of curiosity, laughter, and scientific
discovery. Parents and children alike will
appreciate this moving story of the powerful
difference imagination can make in any life.
  Albert Einstein Adam Brown,2018-04-18 While his
early childhood was unimpressive, Einstein later
earned the respect of the entire world and won the
coveted Nobel Prize. His name is the most revered
in physics. Even though he was a well-respected
genius, Einstein mingled freely among ordinary
folk, just as easily as he did scholars and
politicians. And while Einstein had a great sense
of humor, he was also a bit reckless in the way he
led his personal life. To truly appreciate this
brilliant scientist, who, at the age of 26, wrote
the scholarly articles that fundamentally altered
the foundation of physics, it is first important
to look at his background and the environment in
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which he grew up in. Interestingly, while
Einstein's performance in math and physics was
outstanding, he was not the only one in his family
with a brilliant mind. His father also had an
inclination towards mathematics, and his sister
earned a doctorate in literature. This book
provides a detailed account of Einstein's life
that you do not want to miss.
  Albert Einstein--Biography , The Nobel
Foundation presents a biographical sketch of
American physicist Albert Einstein (1879-1955).
Einstein was awarded the 1921 Nobel prize in
physics for his discovery of the law of the
photoelectric effect. The foundation highlights
his education, his career, his research, his work,
and his accomplishments.
  Albert Einstein: Creator and Rebel Banesh
Hoffmann,2019-08-10 “Hoffmann does more than
convey the emotional impact of Einstein’s science
on Einstein. He tries to make the general reader
see the problems that concerned Einstein and
understand the kinds of theories he constructed to
solve them... This calls for scientific
popularization of a high order... Hoffmann [...]
does it very effectively.” — Martin Klein and
Robert Merton, The New York Times “... succeeds in
catching some of Einstein’s wholeness, the genius
and the human being, the scientist and the
responsible citizen.” — Peter Bergmann, Physics
Today “What a rewarding and civilizing book for
anyone interested in physics, its history, and the
look and smell of the whole era during which
relativity and quantum physics established
themselves! ... this is one of the few
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[biographies of Einstein] that gives an authentic
view from close up” — Gerald Holton, The Physics
Teacher “This book deserves to become a best-
seller... I know of no other book on Einstein that
gives so complete and well balanced a picture of
that great man.” — Otto Robert Frisch “... it is
the very product of [Einstein’s] brain that most
clearly delineates the man, and to get that
across, there is none better than Dr. Hoffmann,
who can write so charmingly that even General
Relativity sounds like a fun thing in its very
profound simplicity...” — Isaac Asimov “Here is an
excellent biography of Albert Einstein by a
theoretical physicist with broad interests and a
deep human understanding... Hoffmann builds a
remarkably interesting and human picture of an
extremely gifted man...” — Louis Green, Sky and
Telescope
  Albert Einstein Sheila Wyborny,2003 A biography
of the physicist whose theories of relativity
revolutionized the way we look at space and time.
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downloading
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